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once these areas of maintenance have been identified, the owner or manager should: plan the project
for maximum efficiency. clean, inspect, and evaluate all surfaces of the building. identify all areas that

might be damaged. know the extent of the work required. document the work. understand the building’s
electrical systems. identify areas in the building that might require rewiring. identify areas of the

building that might require re-finishing. in the absence of a comprehensive maintenance program, the
interior of an historic building can easily become a theater for the deterioration of one or more of its

systems. the electrical system is among those most vulnerable. exterior moisture, which can be readily
absorbed through the outer layers of paint, often penetrates the wood frame, causing rot, fungus, and,

ultimately, electrical shorting and eventual failure. further, outside air temperatures above freezing, and
internal condensation can cause interior moisture to accumulate, causing the same problems. the only

effective approach to maintaining an interior electrical system requires a thorough understanding of the
building and maintenance history of the property, an understanding of the effect of physical changes in
the building on electrical systems, and a commitment to regular maintenance. while the best current

practices for maintaining electrical systems require a thorough understanding of the building and
maintenance history of the property, owners of historic properties can still benefit from knowledge of

the history and current state of their own buildings. many historic properties, such as those with an on-
site electric utility, have been maintained for decades without the benefit of professional assistance. in

many other cases, the owner or manager is often the only person with a detailed knowledge of the
building, its history, and its maintenance practices. this ability to apply common sense and problem
solving skills can be invaluable to an owner when undertaking the inevitable “fix-it” problems of an

historic property.
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